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Leah could sense that Marcus was disappointed when she hadn't

jumped at the offer to be his assistant. She had watched his face when she

told him that she wanted time to think it over. She thought back over the

evening and had to admit that it had been one of the most pleasant she had

spent since the climax of her relationship with Joshua - or the failure of it -

whichever way she chose to look at it. The ache in her heart was still there,

but she wasn't sure if it was the ache of an unfulfilled promise, or whether it

was the residual hurt of her rejection.

She wondered if this was the reason why she had hesitated to accept

Marcus's offer. She wasn't unaware of the closeness developing between

them - even if he appeared to be. She sensed an awakening interest and she

wasn't sure if it was what she wanted. To work closely together with Marcus

would tend to accelerate what might otherwise fade away. It might provide an

artificial impetus to something which was really not destined to happen.

She was over three hundred years old and Marcus and Joshua were

both approaching their six hundred and fiftieth year. The age difference

wasn't what concerned her. The central years of their prolonged lifetimes

induced a peculiar sensation of being of a common age. It didn't seem to

matter that a few hundred years separated one or the other. She remembered

Father Joel's constant complaint that he found it hard to distinguish the

generations when a grandparent, in some cases, looked younger than their

grandchild.

The memory of Father Joel provoked a wistful smile. He had been the

common denominator between herself and Marcus. Now he was gone and his

descendants would have to survive without the benefit of his wisdom. She



turned her thoughts to Marcus's offer and wondered what she should do. He

had argued persuasively that there was no valid reason for her to return to

Jerusalem. It might even be that Asher would be relieved if she withdrew from

the city. She felt like crying, Asher's attitude hurt almost as much as Joshua's

rejection. They had been so close, like father and daughter, but that was all

destroyed, the trust between them was gone. She wondered if the cost had

been worth the few short months she had thought herself to be loved by

Joshua Aristides.

She squinted her eyes against the dazzling glow of the moon. It was

like a flaming sword in the heavens. The passage Marcus had quoted came

to mind: 'For the sword of the Lord appears in heaven". She shivered a little.

So little time was left - three years to the thousandth year of the Kingdom and

then the guesswork that there will be a certain time for Gog to emerge and

gather his Horde - and after that the possibly symbolic reference to seven

years to gather the weapons for firewood after the battle. What was the tally?

Ten, fifteen, maybe twenty years? A pitifully short time - a time filled with

uncertainty, even death and destruction. It wasn't a time to think about

marriage, or the bringing of a new generation into a world which had no

future. A world which was destined to be destroyed - as it were - withdrawn

from circulation by the very agency which had created it.

She caught herself up short. Marcus hadn't proposed marriage, he had

offered her a job. She was equipped for the task. She had learned a great

deal by the side of Asher ben Jacobi. There was no reason why she shouldn't

accept Marcus's offer - if it didn't work out, she could always withdraw.

Thoughts of a liaison with Marcus were just that - thoughts. She was allowing

her imagination to run away with her and she had already made herself a firm

promise that she would never allow another episode, such as her dreams for



Joshua Aristides, to cloud her judgement.

Marcus was also restless. Leah's reaction had not been what he had

expected. Her hesitation puzzled him, to be the personal assistant to an

Administrator, was not an offer to be taken casually. She had asked for time

to consider her response. He had had no option but accede to her wish. He

went through the possible reasons for her hesitation. The answer which kept

returning was - Joshua Aristides. Marcus wondered if she still held out a

forlorn hope that he would change his attitude and decide to seek her out, he

hoped not. Leah surely had a greater degree of self esteem than to placidly

wait for the whims of a man who couldn't make up his mind, to turn in her

direction.

The thought made him restless, he moved around his room trying to

expend excess energy. There was always the possibility that she had other

reasons for wanting to avoid a closer relationship. He came to the

unsatisfactory conclusion that he would have to wait for the lady to make up

her mind. In three days, the conference in Jerusalem would begin. Either as

his assistant, or simply to return to her place of residence, Leah would

accompany him. At the very least, he would have the benefit of her nearness

for that period.

As it happened, Marcus was not required to wait that long for the

answer. He rose early on the following day and was a little surprised to find

Leah waiting for him at the breakfast table.

"This is a pleasant surprise!"

She looked at him wide eyed.

"I thought you would be making an early start. I didn't think you'd

appreciate your staff lazing around in bed!"

It was his turn to look wide eyed.



"Does that mean what I think it means?"

"If your offer still stands - I accept with thanks. What's my first job?"

"Sit down, eat your breakfast - or if you've finished, watch me have

mine!"

She laughed.

"You sound like a slave driver."

He grinned at her, it was suddenly a beautiful morning.

"Remind me to buy one of those heavy camel whips when we go to

Jerusalem."

She was suddenly cautious.

"You want me to go with you to Jerusalem?"

He looked up.

"Where else would my personal assistant be? It seems a very

satisfactory arrangement. Father Joel would have said that I need someone

to hold my hand - a lamb amongst wolves! As well as holding my hand, it will

give you the chance to settle your affairs - and it will show certain parties that

Leah Steinbecker has a place in the centre of things!"

She stared at him silently.

"Thank you, Marcus. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to win

back a little self esteem."

The following two days passed in a turmoil of activity. Leah took

charge of his office and the first thing she did was to firmly separate him from

the avalanche of people who were trying to claim his undivided attention. It

was done with tact and humour but the outcome was that he was allowed to

make his preparations in comparative peace. They worked late on each day

and crawled into their beds at the end of each. There was no time for

socialising - in fact, considering their changed relationship, they saw very



little of each other.

She turned to him as they sat together in the cabin of the shuttle which

was to take them half way across the Earth on the suborbital flight to

Jerusalem.

"You look exhausted!"

"Thank you for those few kind words! It must be my advancing years."

"More than likely! I'd get as much sleep as you can, it's fortunate that

the first session doesn't start until tomorrow."

"I think I'd fall asleep at the table if it was today!"

He was asleep before the shuttle reached the optimum height in its

orbit and didn't waken again until they were descending on the long flight

path which began over the drained southern extremity of the ancient Caspian

Sea. He looked sharply at Leah. Her eyes were closed and appeared to be

sleeping. He hoped he hadn't snored. He leaned across her and peered out

of the window. They were still very high and he wondered if the pilot was

being directed to make the wide sweep which would bring them in from over

the wheatlands of the Sahara and then, the length of the Great Sea.

He suddenly realised that Leah was awake, her face a few centimetres

from his. He eased back into his seat and tried to sound casual.

"I hope you had a good sleep."

She nodded.

"Are we coming in from the west?"

"It would seem so - I sometimes wonder why they do that."

"Traffic in the Salt Sea Terminal is exceptionally heavy. The 

Controllers have placed us in a queue."

"It's a terrible waste of time."

"You're beginning to sound like an Administrator!"



"I hope everyone else thinks so!"

They were met by one of the senior members of Asher ben Jacobi's

staff. There was no sign of Joel's friend and ally. They were whisked away

directly to Jerusalem, bypassing the valley in which Asher's villa was

situated. The journey was made in silence. Asher's man observed the

protocol of not speaking unless he was directly addressed. Leah was grimly

silent and Marcus was left to compare the reception on this occasion to that

when Leah had met Father Joel and himself at the Salt Sea Terminal, a little

over two years before. Much had changed in the meantime - he reminded

himself that the changes still to come, would be far more dramatic.

They were allocated quarters in the Administration Complex. It was

very convenient, the conference hall was a matter of a few hundred metres

away. As well as sleeping quarters for himself and his personal staff, Marcus

had been allocated an office for his private use. There was nothing to be

faulted in the arrangements and the efficient way they were handled.

Marcus thanked Asher's representative and waited until he and Leah

were alone.

"A very pleasant young man."

"A very cool reception, Marcus."

"Do you really think so. I hardly expected a guard of honour and a

drum roll."

"You know what I mean! It's Asher's way of telling us that whatever

links he might have had with Father Joel, they will not be extended to his

successor."

"They were personal friends, Leah."

"I know that! This is just a continuation of the attitude I've met since

coming back from Iberia."



"For what its worth, I'm quite sure Asher's approach has nothing to do

with you, Leah. I got much the same treatment when I followed you back - in

fact, I walked out of his house and declined to make a report to him!"

Leah waited for more.

"I wasn't received as a friend and so, I decided not to aggravate the

situation by staying. Perhaps, I really do need you to hold my hand."

Leah didn't laugh, she looked through the window at the roofs of

Jerusalem.

"I hope you can make your peace with Asher. This is surely not the

time for discord amongst the Administrators."

"I can assure you that I have no quarrel with Asher and I will be

working to heal any discord that might exist. I agree, we have no time to

indulge ourselves in actual or imagined tensions."

There were several benefits from the arrangements Asher had made.

First of all, there was no organised function in the evening. It meant that

Marcus could put the finishing touches to his preparations. This he followed

by ordering dinner to be served in his suite. He was able to spend the time

with Leah and give her his undivided attention. It meant also, that they were

free to sleep off the aftermath of the suborbital flight. Leah excused herself

early and Marcus didn't try to detain her. He could feel her tension.

Jerusalem held a series of unhappy memories and he was more than ever 

convinced that she had made the right decision to make her future in Salem.

The schedule which had been provided by the efficient assistant of

Asher Ben Jacobi, informed him that the first session of the conference was

to begin at the third hour of the day. He remembered the local trickery of time

and deduced it would be at nine in the morning. He presented himself at the

conference room at a quarter before the appointed hour. He disdained to



jockey for position as Father Joel had done on the previous occasion. Once

again, he was overwhelmed by a feeling that this was a time of urgency and

not one to engage in status games.

Some of the other Administrators were of the same mind. Leah

propelled him to his place at the circular table. The places to each side were

still vacant. Across its expanse, Thaddeus Grant, who cared for the North

American Heartland, smiled in warm welcome and nodded. Marcus

remembered that he had been one of Father Joel's staunch allies in the

arguments about preparing to resist Gog's Horde.

He felt a hand on his shoulder and looked up into the radiant face of

Joshua Aristides.

"My dear brother, Marcus. It is so good to see you once more. We

must find the time to meet before we disperse."

Marcus stood and took his hand, the man seemed genuinely sincere in

his pleasure at meeting again. Out of the tail of his eye, he saw Leah

marching towards them. She didn't falter. Joshua turned to her and stared

into her eyes.

"It's also very good to see you again, Leah. I hope everything is well

with you."

"It's very well, thank you, Joshua. Please give my greetings to your

mother."

She busied herself with a perfectly ordered submission on the table in

front of Marcus. He felt obliged to offer an explanation.

"Leah is my personal assistant."

He thought he saw the faintest raising of Joshua's brows, but it could

have been the lighting.

"We shall have to watch ourselves - you will make a formidable team, I



think!"

He nodded and succumbed to the anxious attention of his staff who

wanted him to take his place. Marcus looked at the two vacant places on

each side of his own. One was for the Administrator of the South American

Heartland and he wasn't sure how he had aligned himself two years earlier.

The other tested his ability to keep a poker face. The setting was for Alexei

Kharkov, the Administrator of the Asia Heartland.

He wondered if Asher ben Jacobi, or possibly Michael, his assistant,

had had some obscure reason for placing the delegates as they had. The old

solid combination of Asher, with Joel at his side, had been broken - not only

by the death of Joel, but by the displacement of his successor at the table.

The South American Administrator, Ruis Peres arrived and pumped

his hand earnestly. He murmured condolences about Joel which were

strangely inappropriate. When Marcus disentangled himself, he found that his

other neighbour had arrived. He turned and gazed into the most beautifully

serene face he had ever seen on another man.

Alexei Kharkov was old, perhaps almost as old as Father Joel. There

was an other worldliness about him, which gave the impression that he had 

already started his transition from this life into the next. He smiled at Marcus

and placed his hand over that of the younger man. It felt like a benediction.

"At long last, I am blessed to meet my brother and near neighbour - but

in circumstances which have a touch of sadness. We all treasured our dear

brother Joel, but we bow to the mighty will of our Father and acknowledge His

wisdom and correctness in all that He does. He has chosen to call our brother

home, but He has also provided us with a young man to help us in our

deliberations."

There was a murmur of assent from those at the table. Marcus hadn't



realised that they had been listening to every word.

"I thank you, Father Alexei."

There were a few moments yet before the appointed hour. Asher had

already entered and was making himself busy at his place. Marcus could best

describe the acknowledgement he received as being - neutral. It was a

peculiarly penetrating look, shrewd, assessing, weighing, but it was not

hostile.

Marcus had precious little time to make a rapid reassessment of Alexei

Kharkov. He had no idea of what he had expected, but it was certainly far

removed from the saintly man who had spoken so sincerely. There had been

a time when he had thought of him as being in charge of that area from which

Leah had suggested Gog would emerge. He had imagined a man younger

than himself, energetic, capable, perhaps a military leader. A man who would

ride the plains and be the idol of the herders he would eventually lead on his

murderous rampage.

Alexei Kharkov was a far cry from that image, it would have been many

a century since he had ridden wild and free across the vast steppe lands of

Siberia. He looked like a man of books, a scholar - even a recluse. Marcus

came back to attention, Asher had risen.

"My brothers, it is my pleasure to welcome you here today at what is

surely a significant moment in the long association we have enjoyed under

the benevolence of Our Lord and His Kingly-Priests. We are all well aware

that one of our most treasured brothers has been called to a commission in

another realm. We heard our brother Alexei state that we must humbly bow

before the almighty will of our Father. We surrender our thoughts to the

necessity of our loss, for we know that it is an inestimable gain for those

amongst whom our dear brother and friend, Joel, will now labour.



Our Lord has made provision for us also - He has nominated another

to take the place of Joel. He has chosen brother Marcus, who for so long,

stood at the side of Father Joel as his assistant. We welcome our brother

Marcus and pledge him our love and support for the difficult task entrusted to

him. Welcome, Marcus Steinbecker!"

There was a murmur from all the delegates. Asher looked at him and

sat down. Marcus rose slowly.

"I thank you, my dear brothers for the sentiments expressed through

brother Asher. We have indeed suffered a sad loss, for we have not so much

lost the presence of Father Joel, we have lost the fund of wisdom and

experience he possessed. He had the ability to incise his way though to the

core of a subject. He drew the significant to the front for consideration and

relegated the less important for subsequent study. I am very conscious that

such skills are not transmitted through the ties of blood or even of close

personal contact. They only come through experience. I fully acknowledge 

that I can never be another Father Joel - but I will try to be a brother Marcus."

Joshua Aristides interjected.

"Well said, Marcus - well said!"

Asher nodded and then rose once more.

"Not only do we have the opportunity to welcome our new brother

Administrator, but we can hear from him at first hand, the instruction he

received from a Kingly-Priest and then assess how we have responded."

Asher looked at Marcus steadily. There was a hint of something in his

eyes. Marcus remembered the moment when he had refused to report to

Asher and the acid reaction of Father Joel when he had got to hear about it.

Now, Asher was making him recite a story which had already been circulated

for well over a year.



Marcus rose to his feet once more and carefully recounted the story of

his visit to Iberia and his encounter with the Firstling in the library. He felt

Joshua's eyes on him from start to finish. There was dead silence at first

when he sat down. Ruis Peres got to his feet.

"I hesitate to appear critical, my dear brothers, but I would have

thought, with such an important message, the Administrators should have

been called together."

Marcus rose again, Asher toyed with his papers.

"As you are aware, I had no authority to convene a meeting of the

Administrators. I reported the message to Father Joel."

Peres was persistent.

"Surely, Asher Ben Jacobi was made aware of it?"

"Not at first hand."

Joshua intervened.

"I was fully aware of the event."

"Surely, such an important message should have been verified,

brother Joshua?"

There was utter silence at the table. Alexei Kharkov spoke softly.

"Are you suggesting that we demand of our Kingly-Priests that they

follow some formula when they choose to inform us of the Lord's will? I

cannot believe that you are questioning whether Marcus Steinbecker has

imagined his encounter. It would be unthinkable for you to suggest that he

has deliberately fabricated the message. I feel bound to ask why there are

some here who feel uncomfortable with the direction?"

Marcus maintained his silence. He listened to the debate taking place

around him. The answer to the last of Alexei's questions soon became

obvious. There were some who had not complied with the message. There



had been some who had doubted its authenticity. They had queried his

motives in making it known only to Joel. There was even a hint that Joshua

was somehow involved in a conspiracy.

Marcus felt nauseated. Was this a foretaste of what was to come? A

foretaste of suspicion and double dealing, which would follow the release of

the Evil One? 


